of the XIIth century and was placed under the ecclesiastical authority of the Lleida bishopric, under which it still remains, despite the inclusion of Sigena into the administrative province of Huesca since 1835, the year of the division of the old Peninsular kingdoms, with the exception of Portugal, into forty-nine provinces. This had been imposed by the Spanish Government as a reprisal for the rebellion of the Basque Country and Catalonia, known as the First Carlist War.
No reliable data remain on the early education of Servetus, nor is it known whether he went to the University of Saragossa or to that of Lleida. It seems he was in Barcelona for a short time before going to Toulouse, in South France, where he studied law. It was there that he became interested in theological matters. This has been attributed to his reading of the Bible, but I believe that Robert Willis was right in suggesting in his book, Servetus and Calvin, that it was the reading of the Theologia Naturalis liber Creaturarum written by Raymund de Sabonde in the early part of the XVth century that decisively influenced young Servetus. Sabonde had been born in Barcelona in the latter part, of the XIVth century and taught medicine and theology at the University of Toulouse, of which he became Rector until his death in 1432. The Theologia Naturalis had a large circulation from the beginning of printing to the middle of the XVIth century, when the Catholic Church suppressed its preface and put it in the Index at the Council of Trent. The Theologia Naturalis was translated into French by Michael idea that the pulmonary circulation existed at all. He still believed that the "pores of the substance of the heart" existed and he follows Galen in the description of the function of the heart, except when he admits that "when the arteries are contracted the heart is dilated and when the heart is contracted, all the arteries are dilated, and when the heart is quiet all the arteries are at rest. From this it must be assumed that Servetus thought that the mixture of air and blood took place in both the lungs and the pulmonary vein, in short, that the pulmonary vein contained air.
(c) The remarkable calibre of the pulmonary artery-"magnitudo insignis"-which he thinks "would never have been so large nor would it have sent forth such a quantity of pure blood from the heart into the lungs, were it only for the nourishment of the lungs." (d) In the foetus until the time of its birth, the nutrition of the lungs is not dependent on the pulmonary artery because of the disposition of the little membranes of the heart. Servetus calls them membranulas in one place and valvulae cordis in another.
(e) The great number of communications in the lungs between the pulmonary artery and the pulmonary vein. He calls anastomosis the channels of union between arteries and veins; this suggests he had a much clearer insight into the existence of the capillaries than any of his successors-including Valverde and Columbus-until Malpighi. 2. Juan Valverde, Editio princeps (in Spanish) 1556.
(a) There is no communication through the intermediate wall of the heart. (Reason (a) from Servetus). He holds to the traditional view, as Servetus did, that "/a s.angre algo mas gruesa, que del ventrezillo derecho del coracon passa al yzquierdo"-"the thicker blood passing from the right ventricle of the heart to the left" even if he doubts that any may pass because, he writes, "up to the present I have been unable to see from where the blood could come"-)"si alguna passa, porque yo hasta agora no e visto por dode puede passar, empero si passa ...
(b) The mixture of blood and air takes place in the lungs; but also in the pulmonary vein where both air and blood are found: "en la arteria venal sin duda alguna se halla sangre y no aire solo, como cuantos antes de mi an escrito afirman." "In the pulmonary vein, without doubt, there is blood and not only air as all who have written before me have said." On this also, he is in complete agreement with Servetus, both in the right credence that the pulmonary vein contained blood in it and in the wrong belief that air, as well as blood, was carried to the heart from the lungs by the pulmonary vein. We shall see how in the next edition of his work he corrected his misconception, at least in part.
(c) The direction of the flow of blood in the pulmonary vein is from the lungs to the heart and not from the heart to the lungs; this is due to the presence of the "telas" or valves placed at the entry of this vein. This is an improvement on Reason (d) Reasons (a) and (c) are given exactly as in the previous edition in Spanish. In (b) we find a most enlightening change; this occurs at the very end of the part dedicated to the description of the lesser circulation. Whereas in the edition in Spanish, Valverde, as I have reported, wrote that "en /a arteria venal sin duda alguna se halla sangre y no ayre solo como cuantos antes de mi an escrito afirman" now in the Italian edition he changes it into "sangue in assai quantita, non qu4che poco-non manco nelli huomini, che nel feto" that is, "there is blood in large quantity and not only a small amount, both in the adult and in the foetus."
The reference to air in the pulmonary vein has now vanished and this shows an improvement on both himself and Servetus, and instead, a mention of the foetal pulmonary circulation has been introduced, bringing in support of his views an element from Servetus It has been said, I think without reason, that Servetus had insufficient anatomical training to be responsible for such a grandiose conception. I do not think this is right. He explains the reasons why he thinks the blood is carried through the lungs; all except one-the existence of air in the pulmonary vein-which, by the way, is the only error, are based on the anatomy of the cadaver (lack of communication through the intermediate wall, calibre of the pulmonary artery, number of communications between arteries and veins in the lungs, etc). He had worked as a partner and an equal with Vesalius and he has been praised as a dissector by Guntherius. In addition to this, he was both a great thinker and an incorrigible heretic. He had thus all the required conditions to be a heretic in science as he had been in theology. And because in the anatomical field he could study and think about tangible facts instead of dwelling on the products of his feverish hallucinations, he produced in a page and a half the work of his life.
